A winter dream for companies and
groups

Enjoy an unforgettable excursion far away from your day-to-day routine, yet in the
company of your work colleagues! Our new igloo village and the orignal Tipi on the
Hinterstockensee, beneath the Stockhorn summit are the ideal event locations for
your exclusive group experience. Snow tubing, ice carving, ice fishing and snowshoe
trekking provide the perfect opportunities to endow team activities and a pleasurable
get-together with lots of fun.
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Our winter adventure world at the frozen
Hinterstockensee with the igloo village lies in an
idyllic winter setting, far away from the routines and
frenetic activities of daily life. It is the ideal setting for
all manner of company, client and group events and
activities.

Outdoor activities and team events
Around the adventure world at the frozen
Hinterstockensee, a panoply of outdoor team
activities like ice fishing, snow tubing, snowshoe
trekking or winter hiking bring about a sense
of reinvigoration and allow participants to spend
sociable times together.
Whether at the the snowbar "Hinterstockensee" or
on the terrace of the Panorama Restaurant on the
summit of the Stockhorn at 2139 metres a.s.l.,
every group will enjoy carving ice sculptures. It's
tremendous fun and also encourages creativity.
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Gastronomy

Dinner with culinary highlights

During your stay, our Stockhorn gastronomy will
pamper you with an extensive selection of culinary
treats.

The range of culinary delights prepared by our chef
leaves no wishes unfulfilled!

Aperitifs in a sensuous ambience
Clink glasses in a unique setting! Enjoy an winter
aperitif in the winter adventure world at the frozen
Hinterstockensee, our sunset aperitif on the terrace
of the Panorama Restaurant on the summit of the
Stockhorn or the grotto aperitif in the rock cave
near the Panorama Platform. You'll find the perfect
ambience for your event here.

The Stockhorn Panorama Restaurant with its 180
seats at 2139 metres a.s.l. offers a unique
ambience and stunning vistas across the snowcovered mountainscape.
Enjoy a fine fondue or a hearty raclette in our rustic
Restaurant Chrindi at the middle station. We'll also
be delighted to pamper you with a cosy fondue in the
igloo-village.
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